Routers must perform packet classification at high speeds to efficiently implement functions such as firewalls and diffserv. Classification can be based on an arbitrary number of fields in the packet header. Performing classification quickly on an arbitrary number of fields is known to be difficult, and has poor worst-case complexity.
INTRODUCTION
Routers must perform packet classification at high speeds to efficiently implement functions such as firewalis and diffserv. In packet classification routers, the route and resources allocated to a packet can be determined by the destination *A full version of this paper is available as [5] . ZThe height of the multiplane trie is regarded as the optimal search time throughout the paper, unless otherwise specified.
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Packet classification is performed using a packet classifier, which is a collection of filters (or rules in firewall terminology). Each filter specifies a class of packet headers based on some criterion on K fields of the packet header. Each filter has an associated directive, which specifies how to forward the packet matching this filter. We say that a packet P matches a filter F if each field of P matches the corresponding field of F. This can be either an exact match, prefix match, or a range match. The match type is implicit in the specification of the field. A given packet header can match multiple filters, so each filter is given a cost, and the packet is forwarded using the least cost matching filter.
The key metric is classification speed. It is also important to reduce the size of the data structure to allow it to fit into high speed memory. The time to add or delete filters is often ignored in existing work, but can be important for dynamic filters.
Performing classification quickly on an arbitrary number of fields is a hard problem, and requires O(N k) memory or ~((log N) k-l) search time, where N is the number of filters and k is the number of classified fields [3, 6] .
In this paper, we propose several techniques for speeding up packet classification for firewalls using properties we have observed in real firewall databases. 2
EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
We experimentally evaluate our techniques by using a set of 5 industrial fircwall databases that we obtained from various sites. Table 1 shows the number of rules in the databases. The rules in the firewall specify the following five fields: source/destination IP addresses, source/destination port numbers, and protocol type, where each field is specified either as an exact match, or as a prefix, or as a range.
OUR APPROACHES
We re-examine two of the simplest packet classification mechanisms: backtracking search and set pruning tries. See [5] for 2While we believe our techniques generalize to other filter databases such as diffserv, it is difficult to test this assertion because there are no models of diffserv databases that are generally agreed upon. details. There is an interesting duality between these two simple schemes: backtracking search requires the least stor: age but can have poor worst-case search times; set pruning tries have minimal search times but have poor worst-case storage. Earlier researchers have dismissed backtracking search as being too slow [7] , and dismissed set pruning tries as being suitable only for very small packet classifiers [1, 7] .
Database
However, we find that using real databases the time for backtracking search is much better than the worst-case bound. Instead of (logN) k-l, the search time is only a constant factor (often only a factor of two) worse than optimal. Similarly, we find that set pruning tries (using a DAG optimization) have much better storage costs than the worst-case bound of N k indicates.
We also propose several novel techniques to further improve the performance of backtracking and set pruning tries. First, most designers assume that backtracking is infeasible to implement in hardware because of its high computational state (large number of registers) and its inability to be pipelined (without having memory replicated for each pipeline stage). We show, perhaps surprisingly, that both these assumptions are false. We introduce a new backtracking search technique, which reduces the hardware register cost for doing backtracking in hardware to D + 1, where D is the number of dimensions. We also show that while some memory must be replicated at different stages, one can pipeline real firewali databases with a very small amount of replicated memory (much smaller than linear growth with the number of pipelining stages).
Second, we design a novel compression algorithm that applies to any multiplane trie. Our compression scheme is particularly useful because it allows filters that use port ranges to be stored economically. We evaluate our compression scheme using both theory and experiments. Our results indicate that compression reduces the lookup time by a factor of 2 -5, and reduces the storage by a factor of 4 -12.
Third, given that backtracking search and set pruning tries are at two ends of a spectrum between optimal storage and optimal time, it makes sense to study the tradeoff between these two extremes. As the two schemes are structurally similar and use multiplane tries as their underlying basis, we show that it is possible to smoothly tradeoff storage for time using a new mechanism called selective pushing. Our results show that the tradeoff scheme offers more choices, and can improve the time of backtracking search with only modest increase in storage.
Finally, we investigate the possibility of moving a subset of filters to hardware if it is available. Our results show that by removing only a small number of filters (10% -20%) from software for hardware lookup, the storage requirement and query lookup time for the software approach (i.e. backtracking search and set pruning tries) can be greatly reduced. This is significant because they indicate the benefit of adding small ternary CAMs to software-based routers while yet allowing the firewall database to contain a large number of rules.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we showed experimentally that the performance of simple trie based filter schemes is much better than worst-case figures predict. We also improved the basic trie based filter schemes with a number of optimizations, including pipelining, compression, selective pushing, and possible hardware support.
Despite the fact that the storage numbers for optimized set pruning tries are reasonable, our final message is that backtracking (with the above optimizations) offers a more reasonable time-space tradeoff than set pruning tries, and should be seriously considered by router implementors.
